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On behalf of the editorial committee of the international review

of socio-religious research , SOCIAL COMPASS , let me request your collabo-

ration with regard to a special issue being prepared on the subject : Socio-

logy and Theology You will find annexed some details on the drawing up

of this issue .

The theme proposed is evendtly complex and the stands taken on

this subject are very diverse The review would like to render a service

to theologians and sociologists helping them to confront each other We

are well aware that the task undertaken is but the start of a more systematic

trend of thinking that we hope to pursue in the future .

Your collaboration would be deeply appreciated You are indeed

interested in this subject and the works published by you have incited the

editorial committee to call on you . We are also aware that it is difficult

to express oneself on a complex subject in a few words . It is in spite of

this that we have dared to ask you .

Thanking you very much , in advance . Yours sincerly .

Jean--
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